**ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Hold the page containing Buzz’s body (A), wings (B), and antennae (C) firmly between thumb and fingers.

2. To extricate body parts, use thumb of your other hand to apply pressure against paper at perforation points until perforation points give way.

3. With a firm grip, hold body (A) at a precise 45° angle.

4. Gently slide wings (B) at center point into angled slot of upper posterior of body (A).

5. Are you still reading this? Wow! You are going to make a great Georgia Tech student! But we know you can figure it out from here…

Once you’re done, take a picture or video of yourself with Buzz in your favorite place in your hometown. Then share it at #gt19, and be sure to include this message: From (your hometown) to Atlanta!

We can’t wait to see where you take Buzz, and we can’t wait to see you at Georgia Tech!

*Check BuzzPort for your next steps to enroll at Georgia Tech!*
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